N ) K−M , which is the same if none of the databases knows any of the prefetched side information. Thus, our result implies that there is no loss in using the same databases for both prefetching and retrieval phases.
Abstract-We consider the problem of private information retrieval (PIR) of a single message out of K messages from N replicated and non-colluding databases where a cache-enabled user of cache-size M messages possesses side information in the form of full messages that are partially known to the databases. In this model, the user and the databases engage in a two-phase scheme, namely, the prefetching phase and the retrieval phase. In the prefetching phase, the user receives mn full messages from the nth database, under the cache memory size constraint N n=1 mn ≤ M . In the retrieval phase, the user wishes to retrieve a message such that no individual database learns anything about the identity of the desired message. In addition, the identities of the side information messages that the user did not prefetch from a database must remain private against that database. Since the side information provided by each database in the prefetching phase is known by the providing database and the side information must be kept private against the remaining databases, we coin this model as partially known private side information. We characterize the capacity of the PIR with partially known private side information to be
I. INTRODUCTION
Private information retrieval (PIR) is a canonical problem to study privacy issues that arise when information is downloaded (retrieved) from public databases. Since its first formulation by Chor et al. in [1] , the PIR problem has become a central research topic in the computer science literature, see e.g., [2] , [3] . In the classical setting of PIR in [1] , a user wishes to retrieve a single message out of K messages replicated across N non-communicating databases without leaking any information about the identity of the retrieved message. Trivially, the user can download the entire database, but this retrieval strategy is highly inefficient. The efficiency of a PIR scheme is measured by the normalized download cost. The goal of the PIR problem is to devise the most efficient retrieval strategy under the privacy and decodability constraints.
The PIR problem has received attention in recent years in the information and coding theory literatures, see e.g., [4] - [9] . In the leading work of Sun-Jafar [10] , the classical PIR problem is re-formulated to conform with the conventional This work was supported by NSF Grants CNS 13-14733, CCF 14-22111, CNS 15-26608 and CCF 17-13977. information-theoretic arguments, and the notion of PIR capacity is introduced, which is defined as the supremum of retrieval rates over all achievable retrieval schemes. Reference [10] characterizes the capacity of the classical PIR model to be
Following the work of Sun-Jafar [10] , the capacity of many interesting variants of the classical PIR model have been investigated [11] - [29] .
In this paper, we consider the problem of PIR with partially known private side information. Our work is most closely related to [26] - [29] 1 . These works investigate the PIR problem when the user (retriever) possesses some form of side information about the contents of the databases. However, the models of [26] - [29] differ in three important aspects, namely, 1) the structure of the side information, 2) the presence or absence of privacy constraints on the side information, and 3) the databases' awareness of the side information at its initial acquisition. Specifically, reference [26] studies the case that the user caches rLK bits in the form of any arbitrary function of the K messages, where L is the message size, and 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 is the caching ratio. Reference [26] assumes that the cache content is perfectly known by all the databases. References [27] , [28] study the other extreme when the databases are completely unaware of the side information at its initial acquisition. References [27] and [28] differ in terms of the structure of the cached content: [27] considers the case where M full messages are cached, and [28] considers the case where a random r fraction of the symbols of each of K messages is cached. In [28] , there is no privacy constraint on the cached content. Reference [27] considers another model where the cached content (in the form of full messages) which is unknown to the databases at the time of initial prefetching, must remain unknown throughout the PIR. The exact capacity for this problem is settled in [29] to be
Here, we take a deeper look at the issue of awareness or otherwise unawareness of the databases about the cached content at its initial acquisition. We first note that it is practically challenging to make the side information completely unknown to the databases at its initial acquisition as assumed in [27] - [29] . We also note that the other extreme of the 1 A parallel line of work that studies privacy issues of requests and side information in index coding based broadcast systems can be found in [30] , [31] . problem, where the databases are fully aware of the cached content [26] , is discouraging as the user cannot benefit from the cached side information. Therefore, a natural model is to use the databases for both prefetching and retrieval phases, such that the databases gain partial knowledge about the side information available to the user, which makes it possible for the user to exploit the remaining side information that is unknown to each individual database to reduce the download cost during the retrieval process.
We investigate the PIR problem when the user and the databases engage in a two-phase scheme, namely, prefetching phase and retrieval phase. In the prefetching phase, the user caches m n full messages out of the K messages from the nth database under a total cache memory size constraint N n=1 m n ≤ M . Hence, each database has a partial knowledge about the side information possessed by the user. In the retrieval phase, the user wants to retrieve a message without leaking any information to any individual database about the desired message or the remaining side information messages that are unknown to each database. We first derive a general lower bound for the normalized download cost that is independent of the prefetching strategy. Then, we prove that this bound is attainable using two achievable schemes. The first achievable scheme, which is proposed in [29] for completely unknown side information, is a valid achievable scheme for our problem with partially known side information for any prefetching strategy. 2 We provide a second achievable scheme for the case of uniform prefetching, i.e., m n = M N ∈ N, which requires smaller sub-packetization and smaller field size for realizing MDS codes. We prove that the exact capacity of this problem is C = 1 + 1 N + · · · + 1 N K−M −1 −1 . Surprisingly, this is the same capacity expression for the PIR problem when the databases are completely unaware of the side information possessed by the user as found in [29] . Thus, our result implies that there is no loss in the capacity if the same databases are employed in both prefetching and retrieval phases.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a classic PIR problem with K independent messages W 1 , . . . , W K , where each message is of length L,
There are N non-communicating databases, and each database stores all the K messages. The user (retriever) has a local cache memory which can store up to M messages. There are two phases: a prefetching phase and a retrieval phase. In the prefetching phase, ∀n ∈ [N ], where [N ] = {1, 2, . . . , N }, the user caches m n out of total K messages from the nth database. We denote the indices of the cached messages from the nth database as H n . Therefore, |H n | = m n . We denote the indices of all cached messages as H, H = 2 We thank Dr. Hua Sun for pointing this out. N n=1 H n , where H n1 ∩ H n2 = ∅, if n 1 = n 2 . Due to the cache memory size constraint, we require
Since the user caches m n messages from the nth database, H n is known to the nth database. Since the databases do not communicate with each other, H n is unknown to the other databases. We use m = (m 1 , . . . , m N ) to represent the prefetching phase. After the prefetching phase, the user learns |H| messages, denoted as W H = {W i1 , . . . , W i |H| }. We refer to W H as partially known private side information.
In the retrieval phase, the user privately generates a desired message index θ ∈ [K]\H, and wishes to retrieve message W θ such that no database knows which message is retrieved. Since the desired message index θ and cached message indices H are independent of the message contents, for random variables θ, H, and W 1 , . . . , W K , we have
In order to retrieve W θ , the user sends N queries Q
is the query sent to the nth database for message W θ given the user has partially known private side information W H . The queries are generated according to H, which is independent of the realizations of the K messages. Therefore, we have
To ensure that individual databases do not know which message is retrieved and also do not know the cached messages from other databases, i.e., to guarantee the privacy of (θ, H\H n ), we need to satisfy the following privacy constraint, 
After receiving the answering strings A 
where o(L) denotes a function such that o(L) L → 0 as L → ∞. For fixed N , K, and prefetching scheme m = (m 1 , . . . , m N ), a pair (D(m), L(m)) is achievable if there exists a PIR scheme for messages of size L(m) symbols long with partially known private side information satisfying the privacy constraint (6) and the reliability constraint (8) , where D(m) represents the expected number of downloaded symbols (over all the queries) from the N databases via the answering strings A
In this work, for fixed N , K, and M , we aim to characterize the optimal normalized download cost D * , where
III. MAIN RESULTS
We characterize the exact normalized download cost for the PIR problem with partially known private side information as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 In the PIR problem with partially known private side information under the cache memory size constraint |H| ≤ M , the optimal normalized download cost is
The converse proof for Theorem 1 is given in Section IV, and the achievability proof for Theorem 1 is given in Section V. Theorem 1 does not assume any particular property for the prefetching strategy, i.e., m is arbitrary except for satisfying the memory size constraint. We have a few comments.
Theorem 1 implies that C = 1
Surprisingly, this capacity expression is exactly the same as the capacity for the PIR problem with completely unknown private side information in [29] . This implies that there is no loss in capacity due to employing the same databases for both prefetching and retrieval phases. The reason for this phenomenon is that although each database has a partial knowledge about some of the cached messages at the user, the privacy constraint on this known side information is relaxed.
The normalized download cost in Theorem 1 is the same as the normalized download cost for the classical PIR problem [10] if the number of messages is K − M . That is, a cache of size M messages effectively reduces the total number of messages by M . The effective reduction in the number of messages by the cache size results in a significant reduction in the download cost due to the presence of side information at the user even though it is partially known by the databases and it needs to be kept private against other databases.
The optimal prefetching strategy exploits the entire cache memory of the user as the capacity expression is monotonically increasing in M .
In Section V, we present the capacity achieving schemes for the partially known private side information. We note that, in general the PIR scheme in [29] is a valid achievable scheme for our problem as well. Nevertheless, in the special case of uniform prefetching, i.e., m n = M N = m ∈ N, we provide a different achievable scheme that exploits the prefetching uniformity to work with message size L = N K−m = N K− M N in contrast to L = N K needed for the scheme in [29] , i.e., the message size is decreased by an exponential factor N M N . Furthermore, we note that although both schemes need an MDS code to reduce the number of downloaded equations, the field size needed to realize this MDS code is significantly smaller with our scheme (if M N ∈ N) compared with the field size needed in the scheme in [29] . This implies that although uniform prefetching does not affect the PIR capacity, it significantly simplifies the achievable scheme.
IV. CONVERSE PROOF
In this section, we derive a general lower bound for the normalized download cost D * given in (10) . We extend the techniques presented in [10] , [29] to the PIR problem with partially known private side information.
For the prefetching vector m = (m 1 , . . . , m N ) satisfying (3), we note that satisfying the memory size constraint with equality leads to a valid lower bound on (10) . Consequently, we first consider the case N n=1 m n =M ≤ M , i.e., we study the case when the user learnsM messages after the prefetching phase. Since we do not specify the prefetching strategy m in advance, the following lower bound is valid for all m such that N n=1 m n =M . Without loss of generality, we relabel theM cached messages as W 1 , W 2 , . . . , WM , i.e., H = {1, 2, . . . ,M } and W H = W 1:M . We first need the following lemma, which characterizes a lower bound on the length of the undesired portion of the answering strings as a consequence of the privacy constraint on the retrieved message. The proof of Lemma 1 is provided in [32, Lemma 1].
Lemma 1 (Interference lower bound)
For the PIR with partially known private side information, the interference from undesired messages within the answering strings, D − L, is lower bounded by,
If the privacy constraint is absent, the user downloads only L symbols for the desired message, however, when the privacy constraint is present, it should download D symbols. The difference between D and L, i.e., D − L, corresponds to the undesired portion of the answering strings. Note that Lemma 1 is an extension of [10, Lemma 5] ifM = 0, i.e., the user has no partially known private side information. Lemma 1 differs from its counterpart in [28, Lemma 1] in two aspects, namely, the left hand side is D(r) − L(1 − r) in [28] as the user requests to download the uncached bits only, and the bound in [28, Lemma 1] constructs K − 1 distinct lower bounds by changing k in contrast to one bound here as it always starts from WM +2 . Finally, we note that a similar argument to Lemma 1 can be implied from [29] . In the following lemma, we prove an inductive relation for the mutual information term on the right hand side of (12) . The proof of Lemma 2 is provided in [ 
Lemma 2 is a generalization of [10, Lemma 6] to our setting. The main difference between Lemma 2 and [29] is that in order to apply the partial privacy constraint, the random variable H should be used in its local form H n as it corresponds to the partial knowledge of the nth database. Now, we are ready to derive the lower bound for arbitrary K, N , andM . For fixed N , K, andM ≤ M , by applying Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 successively, we have 
where (14) follows from Lemma 1, (15)-(17) follow from applying Lemma 2 starting from k =M + 2 to k = K, which differs from [10] in terms of the starting point of the induction. We conclude the converse proof by dividing by L and taking L → ∞ in (17) . SinceM ≤ M , the lowest lower bound is obtained by takingM = M , which yields the final converse bound.
V. ACHIEVABILITY PROOF
We first note that the achievability scheme proposed in [29] for the PIR problem with completely unknown private side information also works for the PIR problem with partially known private side information here. The PIR scheme in [29] is based on MDS codes and consists of two stages. The first stage determines the systematic part of the MDS code according to the queries generated in [10] , which protects the privacy of the desired message. In the second stage, the user reduces the number of the downloaded equations by downloading the parity part of the MDS code only. For the case of partially known private side information here, two privacy constraints should be satisfied: the desired message privacy constraint and the side information privacy constraint. For the desired message, we note that the user should guarantee that the queries designed to retrieve any of the K − m n messages should be indistinguishable at the nth database. Due to the first stage, the privacy of the desired message holds as it was designed to protect the privacy of all K messages, which is more restricted. Furthermore, the PIR scheme in [29] also protects the privacy of the side information. In our model, we note that we need to protect the privacy of M − m n messages from the nth database, as the remaining m n messages are known to the nth database. Since the privacy constraint imposed on the side information in our model is less restricted than [29] , using the scheme in [29] satisfies the privacy constraint of the side information in our case as well. That is, the nth database cannot infer which other M − m n messages the user holds. The PIR scheme in [29] achieves the normalized download cost in Theorem 1. The PIR scheme in [29] requires a message size of N K symbols. In the following, we propose another achievability scheme which requires a message size of N K− M N , if m n = M N ∈ N. Thus, this scheme requires smaller sub-packetization and smaller field size for the MDS code.
Our PIR scheme for partially known private side information is based on the PIR schemes in [10] , [29] . To protect the privacy of the partially known private side information and the privacy of the desired message, similar to [10] , we apply the following three principles recursively: 1) database symmetry, 2) message symmetry within each database, and 3) exploiting undesired messages as side information. We reduce the download cost by utilizing the reconstruction property of MDS codes by exploiting partially known private side information as in [29] . The side information enables the user to request reduced number of equations as a consequence of the user's knowledge of M messages from the prefetching phase. Nevertheless, to protect the privacy of the side information, the user actually queries MDS coded symbols which is mixture of K − m n messages. The main difference between our achievability scheme and that in [10] , [29] is that since the nth database knows that the user has prefetched m n messages, the user does not need to protect the privacy for these m n messages from the nth database. This effectively reduces the number of messages that the scheme in [29] needs to operate on to K − m n messages in contrast to K in [29] . When M N ∈ N, we show that if the user caches the same number of messages from each database, i.e., m n = M N , for all n, then the lower bound in (11) is achievable by this scheme. This scheme reduces the message size requirement from L = N K in [29] to L = N K− M N here, simplifying the achievable scheme. Assume that each message is of size 8 symbols. We permute the symbols of messages W 1 , W 2 , W 3 and W 4 randomly and independently, and use a i , b i , c i and d i , for i = 1, . . . , 8, to denote the symbols of each permutated message, respectively. In this example, in the prefetching phase, the user caches message W 3 from database 1, and message W 4 from database 2; and in the retrieval phase, the user wishes to retrieve message W 1 privately. The user first generates the query table  in Table I . In Table I , the user queries 7 symbols. Since the user knows d 1 from the cached message W 4 , in order to use the partially known private side information, the user can in fact reduce the number of queries to 6 equations per database by ignoring d 1 . However, if the user simply does not download d 1 , it compromises the privacy of W 4 at database 1. Alternatively, the user queries the MDS coded version of the 7 symbols. By using these 7 symbols as the systematic part, we can use a (13, 7) MDS code. By downloading the 6 parity symbols, the user can reconstruct the whole 7 symbols utilizing the knowledge of d 1 . Therefore, the normalized download cost for our achievability scheme is 6+6 8 = 3 2 , which matches the lower bound in (11) for this case.
For database 1, the query table in Table I induces the same distribution on the messages W 1 , W 2 and W 4 . Therefore, we guarantee the privacy of the desired message. The reliability constraint can also be verified. Note that b 2 is downloaded from database 2, and d 2 is downloaded in the prefetching phase. Therefore, a 3 and a 4 are decodable. By getting b 4 + c 3 from database 2, the user can get b 4 due to the private side information W 3 . Therefore, the user can decode a 7 from a 7 + b 4 + d 4 . Similar arguments follow for database 2. 
DB1
DB2
In the prefetching phase, the user caches m messages from each database. To achieve the lower bound shown in (11) , in the retrieval phase, we choose the message size as L = N K−m symbols. The details of the achievable scheme are as follows: 1) Initialization: The user permutes each message randomly and independently. After the random permutation, we use U i (j) to denote the jth symbol of the permuted message W i . Suppose the user wishes to retrieve W θ privately. We then prepare the query table by first querying U θ (1) from database 1. Set the round index to r = 1.
2) Symmetry across databases: The user queries the same number of equations with the same structure as database 1 from the remaining databases. 3) Message symmetry: For each database, to satisfy the privacy constraint, the user should query equal amount of symbols from all other K − m messages. Since the user has cached m messages from each database in the prefetching phase, the user does not need to protect the privacy for these m messages. For the rth round, the user queries sums of every r combinations of the K −m messages. 4) Exploiting side information: For database 1, the user exploits the side information equations obtained from the other (N − 1) databases to query sum of r + 1 combinations of the K − m messages, where sum of r combinations is the side information. If the r combinations contain the cached message from database 1, we replace the overlapping symbols through the symbols cached from other databases. 5) Repeat steps 2, 3, 4 after setting r = r + 1 until r = K − m + 1. 6) Shuffling the order of queries: By shuffling the order of queries uniformly, all possible queries can be made equally likely regardless of the message index. This guarantees the privacy of the desired message. 7) Downloading MDS parity parts: Now, the query table is finished. For each database, let p be the number of queried symbols in the query table, and let q be the number of queried symbols which are determined by the side information the user cached in the prefetching phase. Apply a (2p − q, p) MDS code to the queried symbols by letting the p symbols to be the systematic part. Finally, the user downloads the parity parts of the MDS-coded answering strings which are p − q symbols for each database.
C. Normalized Download Cost
We now calculate the total number of downloaded symbols. We first calculate p, which is the number of queried symbols in the query table for each database,
where K−m r in (18) corresponds to the queries of sums of every r combinations of the K − m messages, and (N − 1) r−1 corresponds to the number of sets of the available side information from other (N − 1) databases.
We then calculate q, which is the number of queried symbols which are determined by the side information the user cached in the prefetching phase,
where (N −1)m r in (19) corresponds to the queries which can be determined by the partially known private side information, and (N − 1) r−1 corresponds to the number of sets of queries consisting of r combinations.
Next, we calculate the number of symbols for the desired message,
where K−m−1 r−1 in (20) corresponds to the queries containing the desired message and (N −1) r−1 corresponds to the number of sets of queries consisting of r combinations.
Therefore, the normalized download cost becomes,
which matches the lower bound in (11) .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a new PIR model, namely, PIR with partially known private side information as a natural model for studying practical PIR problems with cached side information. In this model, the user and the databases engage in a caching/PIR scenario which consists of two phases, namely, prefetching phase and retrieval phase. The nth database provides the user with m n side information messages in the prefetching phase such that N n=1 m n ≤ M , hence, each database has partial knowledge about the side information in contrast to full knowledge in [26] and no knowledge in [27] - [29] . Based on this side information, the user designs a retrieval scheme that does not reveal the identity of the desired message or the identities of the remaining M − m n messages to the nth database. For this model, we determined the exact capacity to be C =
The capacity is attained for any prefetching strategy that satisfies the cache memory size constraint with equality. The achievable scheme in [29] can also be used for this model. We further proposed another PIR scheme which requires smaller subpacketization and field size for the case of uniform prefetching. Uniform prefetching, when feasible, is optimal. Interestingly, the capacity expression we derive for this problem is exactly the same as the capacity expression for the PIR problem with completely unknown side information [29] . Therefore, our result implies that there is no loss in employing the same databases for prefetching and retrieval purposes.
